How to Administer Medications
In general, it’s best to have two people helping to administer medications. However,
you may be by yourself at some point and will need to medicate your foster pet on
your own.
*Always read the label of your medication for: method to administer, amount to
administer, how often to administer, and for how long*
NEVER give medication to your shelter foster, at any time, that has not been
prescribed by the HSWM Veterinarian.
Please do not STOP or WEAN medications.

Liquid medications
Luckily for you, medication is much easier to administer to dogs than it is to cats!
When giving a dog any medication, it is best to have their butt against something,
whether it be your lap, or another object, so they can’t back away.
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

Draw up the directed amount of
medication into the supplied syringe.
Hold the dog's head gently and wiggle
the tip of the syringe into the cheek
towards the back of the mouth.
Get the tip in between their back teeth by
the pouch in their cheek.
Gently push the plunger to administer
medication into their mouth.
While the above steps are ideal for
puppies, if you have an adult dog on liquid medication it is often easiest to mix
the medication into a small meatball of canned food. After they eat the whole
meatball, you can offer more food without the medication as a reward.

Some dogs may spit out some amount of medication. This is okay as long as they
have swallowed a majority of the medication.

Pill and capsule medications
With dogs, it’s super easy to hide pills in tasty treats! You can try hiding their pills in:
●

Their own wet
food shaped into
a little meatball

●
●
●

Peanut butter
Spray cheese
Cheese

●
●
●

Deli turkey/ham
Hot dogs
Pill pockets

When administering a meatball filled with pills, use the sandwich method; where
you give them one meatball without medicine, followed by a meatball with the
medicine, followed by another meatball without medicine. Some dogs will become
suspicious of foods if they always contain medication, and this method helps
minimize that response.
Some dogs can, and will, still chew around the pill and spit it out. If this happens, try
hiding them in other foods, as some foods are better at concealing medication. If
they continue to chew around their medication, you can crush the pills and hide
them again in wet food or peanut butter to make it harder to spit out the pill. Please
ask for approval for this method as some medications cannot be crushed. Some
pills have a bitter taste when crushed and can make it more difficult to mask the
taste.
We recommend direct pilling as a last resort as it can be very stressful to the animal,
and risks the possibility of a bite. If possible, use a pill pusher as pictured below:
1. Put the pill/capsule in the tip of the pill pusher.
2. Gently place your hand on the top of their head with
your fingers by their cheekbones.
3. Lift their head up slightly and wiggle the pill pusher
into the molar area. Most dogs will open their mouths as there
is a small gap in their molar area.
4. Push the pill pusher all the way to back of mouth, as far
as the dog will allow
5. Push plunger to shoot pill down the dog’s throat.
6. Watch for swallowing. If the dog spits the pill out, repeat the process.

Eye drops and ointment
Having your foster dog’s butt against
something like yourself or another object, will
make eye drops and ointment easier to apply,
as they cannot back away.
1. Place your thumb below the eye and
pull down gently to lower the lid
2. Place the hand holding the medication
on top of the head and pull up slightly to open
the eye.
3. Squeeze bottle above eye, being careful
not to touch the tip to the eye, to administer
drops or ointment.

Ear drops and ointment
Having the animal’s butt against something like
yourself or another object will make ear drops or
ointment easier to apply. If you have a large dog
and they are very wiggly, you can back their butt
up into a corner and have them between your
legs to keep them more stationary.
The goal is to get the medication into the ear
canal, not on the surface of the ear flap.
1.

Gently hold their ear flap in your fingers and bend it towards the center of
their head to open their ear up for easier access.
2. Locate the ear canal.
3. Take your medication and place the tip into the ear canal. Squeeze the bottle
to administer the medication.
4. Massage the base of the ear. Repeat for the other ear, if needed.
The label will tell you how many drops to administer in each ear canal. Prior to
administering, you can practice without your foster pet by squeezing to see how
much pressure you need to apply to administer the correct amount.
Additional tips and tricks:
●

Make it a positive experience! Always give them treats after getting their
medication.

●

Be patient! It can be frustrating medicating a difficult animal. If you have to
come back to try again a bit later in the day, that’s okay. We want to make
the experience as positive as possible for the animal, and safe for you. If you
are having difficulty medicating after trying the things suggested in this
packet, please email the Foster Vet Tech at sanderson@hswestmi.org for
more help and alternatives.

